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Confidence intervals for pulsed mass extinction events
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Abstract.—Many authors have proposed scenarios for mass extinctions that consist of multiple puls-
es or stages, but little work has been done on accounting for the Signor-Lipps effect in such ex-
tinction scenarios. Here we introduce a method for computing confidence intervals for the time or
stratigraphic distance separating two extinction pulses in a pulsed extinction event, taking into
account the incompleteness of the fossil record. We base our method on a flexible likelihood ratio
test framework that is able to test whether the fossil record is consistent with any extinction sce-
nario, whether simultaneous, pulsed, or otherwise. As an illustration, we apply our method to a
data set on marine invertebrates from the Permo-Triassic boundary of Meishan, China. Using this
data set, we show that the fossil record of ostracodes and that of brachiopods are each consistent
with simultaneous extinction, and that these two extinction pulses are separated by 720,000 to 1.2
million years with 95% confidence. With appropriate data, our method could also be applied in
other situations, such as tests of origination patterns, coordinated stasis, and recovery after a mass
extinction.
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Introduction

Most previous work on the Signor-Lipps ef-
fect (Signor and Lipps 1982) has focused on
estimating the time or stratigraphic position
of a mass extinction event in which taxa are
thought to have gone extinct simultaneously
(Strauss and Sadler 1989; Springer 1990; Mar-
shall 1995; Marshall and Ward 1996; Solow
1996; Wang and Marshall 2004). Many au-
thors, however, have proposed mass extinc-
tion scenarios in which taxa go extinct in dis-
tinct pulses or stages (e.g., Stanley and Yang
1994; Knoll et al. 1996; Paul et al. 1999; Mc-
Ghee 2001; Isozaki 2002; Keller et al. 2003; Xie
et al. 2005). Little methodology has been de-
veloped for quantifying characteristics of such
pulsed extinction events. In this paper, we in-
troduce a method for estimating the separa-
tion or duration of a two-pulse extinction
event. Using a likelihood-based method, we
demonstrate how to compute a confidence in-
terval for the elapsed time or stratigraphic dis-
tance separating the two extinction pulses.

To derive our confidence interval, we take
advantage of the fact that confidence intervals
are intrinsically related to hypothesis tests.
Therefore, we first describe a flexible likeli-

hood-based framework for testing any mass
extinction scenario, whether simultaneous,
pulsed, or otherwise. Using this hypothesis
test, we generate a joint confidence region that
shows the times or locations of the two ex-
tinction pulses that are consistent with the fos-
sil record. We then use this region to graphi-
cally determine a confidence interval for the
time or stratigraphic distance separating the
two pulses. We also derive a simple algebraic
formula for the confidence interval. To illus-
trate, we apply our method to a data set on
marine invertebrates from the Permo-Triassic
boundary of Meishan, China (Jin et al. 2000),
and estimate that end-Permian ostracode and
brachiopod extinctions were separated by
720,000 to 1.22 million years with 95% confi-
dence.

Ostracodes and Brachiopods in the
End-Permian Extinction

The end-Permian extinction was the most
severe mass extinction of the Phanerozoic,
with over 90% of all marine species being
eliminated (Jin et al. 2000). The best-studied
Permo-Triassic marine boundary sections in
the world are those at Meishan in South China
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FIGURE 1. Stratigraphic ranges of ostracode and brachiopod genera used in this study, redrawn from Figure 2 of
Jin et al. (2000). All 21 ostracode genera and 13 brachiopod genera given by Jin et al. (2000: Fig. 2) are included; no
genera have been selectively excluded. Ostracodes are numbered as genera 1–21; brachiopods are numbered as
genera 22–34. Left axis gives time in Ma as given by Jin et al. (2000); right axis gives time in Myr after the beginning
of the section.

(Jin et al. 2000). To demonstrate our confi-
dence interval method, we use data on strati-
graphic ranges of ostracodes and brachiopods
from Meishan (Jin et al. 2000; transcribed
from their Figure 2). These data give the times
of fossil finds of 21 genera of ostracodes and
13 genera of brachiopods, ranging from 250.55
Ma to 253.72 Ma (Fig. 1). In subsequent anal-
yses, we refer to these genera by indices from
1 to 34, with genera 1–21 referring to the os-
tracodes and 22–34 to the brachiopods.

For our analyses, it is necessary to express
the data in units of time after the beginning of
the section (or equivalently, stratigraphic dis-
tance above the base of the section), rather
than as absolute ages. We therefore subtract
the time of each fossil find from 253.72 Ma, the
time corresponding to the base of the section
(Jin et al. 2000: Fig 2). For instance, a fossil bra-
chiopod dated to 251.02 Ma would be record-
ed as 253.72 � 251.02 � 2.70 Ma after the be-
ginning of the section. Thus our time or dis-
tance values increase toward the top of the
section.

From these data (Fig. 1), several questions
naturally arise:

1. Did ostracodes go extinct simultaneously,
and if so, when? Did brachiopods go ex-
tinct simultaneously, and if so, when?

2. If both ostracodes and brachiopods went
extinct simultaneously, did they do so at
the same time? If so, when?

3. If not, how much time separated their ex-
tinctions?

We can use existing methods (Solow 1996;
Wang and Marshall 2004) to answer questions
(1) and (2). In this paper, we develop a method
for answering question (3), which has not pre-
viously been addressed. Our approach is to
calculate a confidence interval for the time
separating the extinction of ostracodes and
the extinction of brachiopods. Our confidence
interval method is based on a flexible hypoth-
esis test framework that can be adapted to
model a variety of extinction scenarios. We
therefore begin by describing this hypothesis
test.

A Flexible Framework for Specifying
Extinction Hypotheses

Here we describe the hypothesis test on
which our confidence interval method is
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FIGURE 2. Examples of extinction scenarios that can be
tested using our framework. A, Simultaneous extinction
of all five taxa at time t1. B, Two-pulse (stepwise) ex-
tinction; taxa 1–3 go extinct at time t1 and taxa 4 and 5
at time t4.

based. Most previous work has focused on
testing whether or not extinctions were si-
multaneous (Strauss and Sadler 1989; Spring-
er 1990; Marshall 1995; Marshall and Ward
1996; Solow 1996; Wagner 2000; but see Solow
and Smith 2000). Simultaneous extinction is
taken as the null hypothesis because it is
mathematically tractable, and because it offers
a single explanation for multiple extinctions
and is therefore parsimonious.

In order to develop our confidence interval
methodology, we require a hypothesis test
framework that can test pulsed extinction hy-
potheses as well as simultaneous extinction
hypotheses. Here we introduce such a frame-
work that is able to test any kind of extinction
scenario, whether simultaneous, pulsed, or
gradual, or some combination thereof. We lat-
er describe how to use the hypothesis test to
calculate confidence intervals for the time sep-
arating the extinction pulses.

We first define the notation we will use. Let
G denote the number of genera in a section
that are victims of the mass extinction; here G
� 34 (� 21 ostracode genera � 13 brachiopod
genera). Let �1, ..., �G denote the unknown true
extinction times of genera 1 through G, and let
t1, ..., tG denote the hypothesized extinction
times we wish to test. (In our examples we re-
fer to genera, but the method applies equally
well to data at any taxonomic level. The meth-
od can also be used for data recorded as strati-
graphic positions, as is usually the case, rather
than time.)

Our goal is to test whether the extinctions
in fact occurred at the hypothesized extinction

times t1, ..., tG. Our null hypotheses thus have
the form

H : � � t , � � t , · · · , � � t ,0 1 1 2 2 T G

which we test against the alternative hypoth-
esis that t1, ..., tG do not represent the true ex-
tinction times. Our model can accommodate a
variety of extinction scenarios, depending on
the values of the t’s that are specified.

Simultaneous Extinction. If all the t’s are
equal (t1 � t2 � · · · � tG), then H0 hypothesizes
that a sudden extinction occurred, with all
taxa going extinct simultaneously at the com-
mon time t1 (Fig. 2A). Such a scenario might
be expected in the case of a single catastrophic
cause, such as a bolide impact (e.g., Alvarez et
al. 1980).

Pulsed (Stepwise) Extinction. Suppose we
want to test whether a two-pulse extinction
occurred, with the first k taxa going extinct at
time t1 and the remaining (G � k) taxa at time
tk�1. This can be modeled by a null hypothesis
in which t1 � t2 � . . . � tk and tk�1 � tk�2 �
· · · � tG, with tk � tk�1. More generally, any
number of extinction pulses may be specified
by choosing the t’s appropriately. Figure 2B
shows an example in which three taxa are hy-
pothesized to go extinct at time t1 � t2 � t3 and
two others at time t4 � t5. Such a scenario
might be expected in the case of an extinction
caused by multiple catastrophic events (e.g.,
Stanley and Yang 1994; Knoll et al. 1996; Paul
et al. 1999; McGhee 2001; Isozaki 2002; Keller
et al. 2003; Xie et al. 2005).

Other Extinction Scenarios. A gradual ex-
tinction can be modeled in our framework by
using unequal t’s (t1 � t2 � · · · � tG). Combi-
nations of simultaneous, pulsed, and gradual
extinctions can be accommodated as well. In
practice, however, it is difficult to test such
scenarios because t1, ..., tG must be specified in
advance, which is rarely possible for scenarios
involving gradual extinctions. We therefore do
not discuss such scenarios further.

In general, hypothesis tests require that the
null hypothesis be specified in advance. In our
case, this means that the hypothesized extinc-
tion times t1, ..., tG must be specified before ob-
serving the data. Such hypothesized extinc-
tion times may be known if there is indepen-
dent geophysical or geochemical evidence, or
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if times are hypothesized from one data set
and tested using a different data set. Even
when hypothesized times are not known in
advance, however, we show below that simul-
taneous extinction scenarios can still be tested
in our framework. Furthermore, as we also
show, the hypothesis test for pulsed extinc-
tions can be used to compute confidence in-
tervals for the time separating pulses even
when extinction times are not known in ad-
vance.

Calculating the Likelihood Ratio

In this section we show how to use the like-
lihood ratio (Casella and Berger 2002) to test
hypotheses specified using the framework de-
scribed above.

Likelihood-based models have been used in
the paleontological literature in many con-
texts (e.g., Solow 1996; Huelsenbeck and Ran-
nala 1997; Foote 1997; Solow and Smith 1997,
2000; Wagner 2000; McConway and Sims
2004). Solow (1996) used a likelihood-based
approach to testing for simultaneous extinc-
tions. Our approach is similar to Solow’s, but
we extend the methodology to pulsed extinc-
tions. Wagner (2000) described a likelihood-
based approach to testing the number of puls-
es in a mass extinction event. Our approach
differs from Wagner’s in several respects: (1)
Wagner does not extend his method to calcu-
lating confidence intervals, as we do here; (2)
Wagner’s model applies to data collected by
discrete sampling, whereas ours applies to
continuous sampling; (3) Wagner’s approach
focuses on testing the number of biological or
sampling parameters, whereas ours focuses
on how much the data deviate from the ex-
pectations of particular hypotheses.

For simplicity, we assume continuous sam-
pling and uniform preservation and recovery
of fossil taxa. Although these are strong as-
sumptions, they are reasonable for some data
sets (Macellari 1986) and have commonly been
assumed in the literature (Strauss and Sadler
1989; Springer 1990; Marshall 1995; Marshall
and Ward 1996; Solow 1996; Solow and Smith
2000). For the Meishan ostracode and brachio-
pod data, Jin et al. (2000) state that collection
intensity was uniform with no sampling gaps.

Recovery potential may nonetheless be non-
uniform owing to changes in abundance, but
such variation is difficult to quantify.

Notation. Let ni denote the number of fossil
finds or horizons for genus i; for example, in
Figure 1 n1 � 6, n2 � 2, n3 � 2, etc. Let xij de-
note the time of the jth fossil find for genus i;
the index i runs from genera 1 through G, and
the index j runs from fossil finds 1 through ni.
For example, for genus 1 in Figure 1, we have
x11 � 1.00, x12 � 0.92, x13 � 0.87, etc. (the units
are millions of years (Myr) after the beginning
of the section). For notational convenience, we
will sometimes use xi to denote the vector of
fossil finds for genus i. That is, xi � {xi1, xi2, ...,

}; the boldface indicates that xi is a vector.xini

Thus x1, ..., xG denote vectors giving the times
of fossil finds for genera 1 through G. Also let
yi denote the time of the latest (or highest) fos-
sil find for genus i; that is, yi � maxj(xij) for
genus i. As defined earlier, �i denotes the true
extinction time of genus i.

The Likelihood Function. The likelihood
function, denoted L(t1, ..., tG � x1, ..., xG), gives
the likelihood of the hypothesized extinction
times t1, ..., tG, given the observed fossil finds
x1, ..., xG. By definition, L(t1, ..., tG � x1, ..., xG) is
numerically equal to the probability (to be
precise, the joint probability density function)
of observing the fossil finds x1, ..., xG if t1, ...,
tG were the true extinction times. However, the
likelihood differs conceptually from the joint
probability in that it is considered a function
of the hypothesized times (conditional on the
data), whereas the joint probability is consid-
ered a function of the data (conditional on the
hypothesized times). That is, the likelihood
measures how well a particular set of hypoth-
esized extinction times t1, ..., tG (as opposed to
some other set of extinction times) accounts
for the fossil finds x1, ..., xG. On the other hand,
the joint probability measures the chances of
observing a particular set of fossil finds x1, ...,
xG (as opposed to some other set of fossil
finds) assuming the extinction truly occurred
at times t1, ..., tG.

The Likelihood Ratio Statistic. To measure
the strength of evidence against the null hy-
pothesis, we use the likelihood ratio statistic,
denoted by �:
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Value of L(t ... t � x ... x ) using the hypothesized times t ... t specified by H1 G 1 G 1 G 0� � .
Maximum value L(t ... t � x ... x ) can attain using any possible values of t ... t1 G 1 G 1 G

The likelihood ratio statistic takes on values
between 0 and 1 and measures how likely the
hypothesized values of t1, ..., tG are, compared
to the most likely possible values of t1, ..., tG.
If the hypothesized values of t1, ..., tG are al-
most as likely as any values of t1, ..., tG could
possibly be, then these hypothesized values
explain the observed data well, and we should
not reject the null hypothesis. In this case, �
will be large (close to 1). On the other hand, if
the hypothesized values of t1, ..., tG are not
likely, in the sense that they do not explain the
observed data adequately, then we should re-
ject the null hypothesis. In this case, � will be
small (close to 0). Therefore, we calculate � for
the hypothesized values of t1, ..., tG, and we
reject the null hypothesis if � is sufficiently
small. What constitutes ‘‘sufficiently small’’
depends on the alpha level (the probability of
a Type I error or false positive).

From the assumption of uniform preserva-
tion and recovery, it follows that for each ge-
nus i, the times of the ni fossil finds Xij are dis-
tributed uniformly over the interval [0, �i]. Us-
ing this result, we can show (see Appendix 1)
that the likelihood ratio statistic is equal to

n n n1 2 Gy y y1 2 G� � · · ·� � � � � �t t t1 2 G

if t � y for all genera i. (1)i i

Note that if ti � yi is not satisfied, then � � 0.
This occurs if the hypothesized extinctions
predate the latest fossil find, which is impos-
sible and thus immediately disproves the null
hypothesis.

The Sampling Distribution of the Test Statis-
tic. We reject H0 if the value of � is sufficient-
ly small. To ascertain which values of � are
‘‘sufficiently small,’’ we must determine the
sampling distribution of � when the null hy-
pothesis is true. Rather than determine the
sampling distribution of �, however, it is
mathematically simpler to determine the sam-
pling distribution of �2 log �. Because �2
log � is a strictly monotonic function of �, a
hypothesis test based on �2 log � will be

equivalent to one based on �. Note, however,
that small values of � correspond to large val-
ues of �2 log �, so we reject H0 if �2 log � is
sufficiently large—e.g., corresponding to a p-
value less than 0.05.

Equation (1) can be written in the following
equivalent form:

G yi�2 log � � �2 n log� i � �ti�1 i

if t � y for all genera i. (2)i i

It can be shown (see Appendix 2) that when
H0 is true, the test statistic �2 log � has a chi-
square distribution with 2G degrees of free-
dom. We therefore reject H0 when

2�2 log � � � ,2G,.95 (3)

where �2
2G,.95 denotes the 95th percentile of the

chi-square distribution with 2G degrees of
freedom. Such percentiles of the chi-square
distribution are commonly available in books
and software packages.

An Illustration: Meishan Ostracodes and
Brachiopods

To illustrate the likelihood ratio test and our
confidence interval method, we apply our
method to the data set of 21 ostracode and 13
brachiopod genera described above. Our goal
is to compute a confidence interval for the
time separating the ostracode and brachiopod
extinction pulses. In order for this quantity to
be meaningful, it is first necessary to establish
that (1) all ostracode extinctions were simul-
taneous, (2) all brachiopod extinctions were si-
multaneous, and (3) the ostracode extinction
pulse did not occur at the same time as the
brachiopod extinction pulse. We therefore be-
gin by using the likelihood ratio test to dem-
onstrate that the fossil record at Meishan is
consistent with a simultaneous extinction of
all 21 ostracode genera and with a simulta-
neous extinction of all 13 brachiopod genera.
Next, using the likelihood ratio test we show
that the ostracode extinction pulse and the
brachiopod extinction pulse do not appear to
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FIGURE 3. Sampling distribution of the test statistic �2
log � under the null hypothesis for Meishan ostracodes.
The sampling distribution is a chi-square distribution
with 2G degrees of freedom, where G � 21 is the number
of ostracode genera. Using a significance level of 	 �
0.05, the rejection region (for which we reject the null
hypothesis) comprises the highest 5% of values. This re-
gion corresponds to �2 log � � 58.1 and is shaded in
gray.

be synchronous. Finally, we estimate the time
separating the ostracode and brachiopod ex-
tinction pulses using our confidence interval
method.

Hypothesis Test I: Ostracodes. We first test
the hypothesis that all 21 ostracode genera
went extinct simultaneously. The correspond-
ing null hypothesis in our framework is

H : � � � � · · · � � � t0 1 2 21 os (4)

where tos denotes the common extinction time
for the ostracode genera (i.e., tos � t1 � t2 � · · ·
� t21). However, what we want to test is not
whether all genera went extinct simultaneous-
ly at some particular time tos, but whether they
went extinct simultaneously at any time—a
hypothesis of the form

H : � � � � · · · � � .0 1 2 G

In our framework, this hypothesis can be test-
ed by setting tos in equation (4) equal to the
latest fossil find among the genera in question.
This procedure, equivalent to the generalized
likelihood ratio test (Casella and Berger 2002),
maximizes the likelihood function over all
possible common extinction times. For the
Meishan data, the latest ostracode occurs at
2.33 Myr after the beginning of the section (an
absolute date of 251.39 Ma), so we set tos �
2.33 Myr in equation (4). Of all possible com-
mon extinction times, this value is the most
consistent with the observed fossil record and
therefore the most difficult to reject. There-
fore, if our test rejects this value for a common
extinction time, it would reject any other value
of tos as well. To be specific, any value of tos

�2.33 would yield a larger value of �2 log �
and thus be rejected, and any value of tos


2.33 would make the observed data impos-
sible and thus be rejected as well. We are
thereby able to test a hypothesis of simulta-
neous extinction (occurring at any time) in our
framework. This procedure is a continuous
analogue of the discrete test given by Wagner
(2000), and it is equivalent to the continuous
test described by Solow (1996), although So-
low does not generalize his result to pulsed
extinctions as we do below.

To test the hypothesis given by equation (4),
we calculate the test statistic �2 log �. As de-
scribed above, this test statistic has a chi-

square distribution with 42 (�2 � 21) degrees
of freedom when the null hypothesis is true;
this sampling distribution is shown in Figure
3. The 95th percentile of this distribution is
�2

42,.95 � 58.1. Therefore the rejection region
for the hypothesis test (comprising the highest
5% of the area under the curve) occurs when
�2 log � � 58.1 (shaded region in Fig. 3). For
the ostracode data, the observed value of �2
log � is 52.1, calculated using equation (2):

G yi�2 log � � �2 n log� i � �ti�1 i

if t � y for all genera i.i i

1.00 0.87
� �2 6 log � 2 log� � � �[ 2.33 2.33

2.31
� · · · � 2 log� �]2.33

� 52.1.

As can be seen in Figure 3, this value is some-
what large but not large enough to fall in the
rejection region (the corresponding p-value is
0.14). We therefore fail to reject H0 and con-
clude that the fossil record of these 21 ostra-
code genera is consistent with a simultaneous
extinction.

Hypothesis Test II: Brachiopods. We next test
the null hypothesis that all 13 brachiopod gen-
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FIGURE 4. Stratigraphic ranges of ostracode and bra-
chiopod genera. The fossil record is consistent with a si-
multaneous extinction of each group. However, we reject
the hypothesis of synchronous extinction of ostracodes
and brachiopods together. We therefore estimate the
time separating the ostracode extinction pulse and the
brachiopod extinction pulse (represented by arrow).

era went extinct simultaneously. The corre-
sponding null hypothesis is

H : � � � � · · · � � � t0 22 23 34 br

where tbr denotes the common extinction time
for the brachiopod genera (i.e., tbr � t22 � t23 �
· · · � t34). The latest brachiopod occurrence
was dated at 3.17 Myr after the beginning of
the section (an absolute date of 250.55 Ma).
Thus, following the logic of hypothesis test I,
we set tbr � 3.17 Myr. Here the test statistic �2
log � has a chi-square distribution with 26 de-
grees of freedom when the null hypothesis is
true. The 95th percentile of this distribution is
�2

26,.95 � 38.9. For the brachiopod data, the ob-
served value of �2 log � is 21.3, calculated us-
ing equation (2), far below the cutoff needed
to reject the null hypothesis (p � 0.73). We
therefore fail to reject H0 and conclude that the
fossil record of these 13 brachiopod genera is
consistent with a simultaneous extinction.

Hypothesis Test III: Simultaneous Extinction.
Because hypothesis tests I and II concluded
that the fossil record of each group is consis-
tent with a simultaneous extinction, we now
test whether the ostracode and brachiopod ex-
tinction pulses were synchronous. In our
framework, the corresponding null hypothe-
sis is

H : � � � � · · · � � � 3.170 1 2 34

because 3.17 Myr after the beginning of the
section is the time of the latest fossil find
among any of the 34 genera. Under this null
hypothesis, the test statistic �2 log � has a chi-
square distribution with 68 degrees of free-
dom, and the 95th percentile of this distribu-
tion is �2

68,.95 � 88.3. The observed value of �2
log � is 168.4, calculated using equation (2),
far beyond the cutoff needed to reject the null
hypothesis (p � 0.00000000017). We therefore
reject H0 and conclude that ostracodes and
brachiopods did not go extinct at the same
time.

Estimating the Time Separating Extinction
Pulses: A Graphical Procedure

Because we have rejected a simultaneous
extinction time for ostracodes and brachio-
pods, it is natural to ask how much time sep-
arated their two extinction pulses (Fig. 4).

Here we introduce a method for creating a
confidence interval to estimate this time, (�br

� �os). We begin by defining a joint confidence
region for the two extinction pulses, and we
then use this region to graphically determine
a confidence interval for the time separating
the two extinction pulses. To do so, we exploit
the relationship between hypothesis tests and
confidence intervals: a confidence interval is
the set of parameter values that would not be
rejected by a hypothesis test.

Joint Confidence Region for �os and �br . A joint
confidence region is a two-dimensional ana-
logue of a confidence interval, consisting of all
points (tos, tbr) for which the null hypothesis

H : � � � � · · · � � � t ;0 1 2 21 os

� � � � · · · � � � t (5)22 23 34 br

is not rejected at the corresponding alpha lev-
el. In other words, one can think of the joint
confidence region as the set of all plausible
values for the extinction times. To calculate the
95% joint confidence region, we test hypoth-
esis (5) for all combinations of tos and tbr , using
an alpha level of 	 � 0.05. A gray dot is plot-
ted at the point (tos, tbr) if the hypothesis test
does not reject H0, indicating that for the val-
ues (tos, tbr) hypothesis (5) is consistent with
the observed fossil record. The 95% joint con-
fidence region, consisting of all points
(tos, tbr) consistent with the observed fossil rec-
ord, is shown as a gray triangular region in
Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5. Joint (two-dimensional) 95% confidence re-
gion for �os and �br, the extinction times for Meishan os-
tracodes and brachiopods (data from Jin et al. 2000).
Points in the 95% confidence region (gray shaded area)
are values of (tos, tbr) for which the fossil record is con-
sistent with an ostracode extinction pulse at time tos and
a brachiopod extinction pulse at time tbr, using a hy-
pothesis test with 	 � 0.05. For instance, the point
(2.4, 3.3) is shaded in gray, indicating that the fossil rec-
ord is consistent with an ostracode extinction pulse at
2.4 Myr after the beginning of the section and a bra-
chiopod extinction pulse at 3.3 Myr after the beginning
of the section. The vertical dashed line marks the time
(yos) of the latest ostracode fossil find; the horizontal
dashed line marks the time (ybr) of the latest brachiopod
fossil find. The area to the left and below these dashed
lines consists of impossible values for (tos, tbr) because
the genera were extant. The diagonal dotted curve (giv-
en by equation 7) is the boundary of the rejection region.
The area above the dotted curve consists of values of
(tos, tbr) that are rejected by a hypothesis test with 	 �
0.05 and are therefore implausible.

Determining the Confidence Interval for (�br �
�os). Figure 5 can be used to graphically de-
termine a confidence interval for (�br � �os),
the time separating the two extinction pulses.
Note that tbr increases toward the top of Figure
5, and tos decreases toward the left. Therefore,
the difference (tbr � tos) increases toward the
top left of the graph. Hence the largest value
of (tbr � tos) that is consistent with the ob-
served data is found at the top left vertex of

the joint confidence region. This point has co-
ordinates tos � 2.33 Myr and tbr � 3.55 Myr af-
ter the beginning of the section, correspond-
ing to a separation of 3.55 � 2.33 � 1.22 Myr
between the two extinction pulses. Similarly,
the smallest value of (tbr � tos) that is consis-
tent with the observed data is found at the bot-
tom right vertex of the joint confidence region
and has coordinates tos � 2.45 Myr and tbr �
3.17 Myr, corresponding to a separation of
3.17 � 2.45 � 0.72 Myr. We therefore conclude
that the ostracode and brachiopod extinction
pulses were separated by at least 0.72 Myr and
at most 1.22 Myr. In other words, the interval
(0.72 Myr, 1.22 Myr) is a 95% confidence in-
terval for the time separating the two extinc-
tion pulses. Note that this interval does not
contain zero. Thus, we are confident that the
extinction pulses were not simultaneous,
which is necessarily consistent with the re-
sults of hypothesis test III.

In general, the 95% confidence interval for
(�br � �os) has the form (Lower, Upper), where
the lower and upper endpoints are given by

Lower � min(t � t ) among points (t , t )br os os br

in the 95% joint confidence region,

and

Upper � max(t � t ) among points (t , t )br os os br

in the 95% joint confidence region.
(6)

This interval is conservative in that its proba-
bility of being correct is at least 95% for all val-
ues of �os and �br; the actual coverage proba-
bility is usually slightly higher. This occurs
because there may be data values that would
lead us to reject the true values of �os and �br,
but that would nonetheless yield an interval
containing (�br � �os). Using the statistical
software R, we ran simulations to determine
the empirical coverage probability of our
method. We found that intervals generated us-
ing equation (6) were correct (in that they con-
tained the true difference [�br � �os]) in 96.7%
of simulated random samples, so empirically
the method does work (at least) 95% of the
time. A formal proof of the correctness of the
interval is given in Appendix 3.
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Estimating the Time Separating Extinction
Pulses: A Simple Formula

The endpoints of the confidence interval
given in (6) can also be expressed as a simple
algebraic formula. Let k and (G � k) represent
the number of ostracode and brachiopod gen-
era, respectively, and let Nos and Nbr represent
the total number of fossil finds for these gen-
era; that is, Nos � and Nbr � .k G� n � ni�1 i i�k�1 i

Note that the joint confidence region (Fig. 5)
is bounded by three sides. Two of these are the
straight lines tos � yos and tbr � ybr, where yos

denotes the time of the latest fossil find among
all ostracode genera and ybr is defined simi-
larly for the brachiopod genera. For the Meis-
han data, yos � 2.33 Myr and ybr � 3.17 Myr.
Values to the left of tos � 2.33 Myr or below tbr

� 3.17 Myr are impossible, as they would re-
sult in genera going extinct before their latest
fossil finds. The third side is given by the
curve whose equation is

N log(t ) � N log(t ) � C,os os br br (7)

where C � log(yi) � �2
2G,.95/2 (see Ap-G� ni�1 i

pendix 4). This curve is shown as a dotted line
in Figure 5. Points lying below this line (and
within the region bounded by the lines tos �
2.33 Myr and tbr � 3.17 Myr) are those for
which the null hypothesis is not rejected,
whereas points above this line are those for
which the null hypothesis is rejected.

Using this information, we can express the
confidence interval for (�br � �os) in terms of
simple algebraic formulas. The lower end-
point of the confidence interval (correspond-
ing to the bottom right corner of the joint con-
fidence region) is the intersection of equation
(7) and the line tbr � ybr. The upper endpoint
(corresponding to the top left corner of the
joint confidence region) is the intersection of
equation (7) and the line tos � yos. Solving for
these intersections (see Appendix 4 for de-
tails), we obtain the following formulas for the
confidence interval for (�br � �os):

C/N N /Nos br osLower � y � e y and�br br

C/N N /Nbr os brUpper � e y � y . (8)� os os

For the Meishan data, we have

G
2C � n log(y ) � � /2 � 215.6� i i 2G,.95

i�1

k G

N � n � 153 N � n � 68� �os i br i
i�1 i�k�1

y � 2.33 y � 3.17.os br

Substituting these values into (8), we find that
Lower � 0.72 and Upper � 1.22. Thus the 95%
confidence interval for (�br � �os) is (0.72 Myr,
1.22 Myr), which is the same as the interval we
determined graphically in the previous sec-
tion. Thus, based on their stratigraphic rang-
es, we are 95% confident that the ostracode ex-
tinction pulse and the brachiopod extinction
pulse were separated by 720,000 to 1.22 mil-
lion years.

Discussion

Most previous work on statistical methods
for mass extinctions has focused on hypothe-
sis tests and confidence intervals for simulta-
neous extinctions. For pulsed extinction events,
however, no quantitative methods have been
developed that account for the Signor-Lipps
effect. We have described a method for esti-
mating the time separating two extinction
pulses in a pulsed extinction event that ac-
counts for the incompleteness of the fossil re-
cord.

The Permian Meishan data set we used here
was expressed in units of time. In the more
common case of data expressed in units of
stratigraphic distance, our method may be ap-
plied to compute a confidence interval for the
distance separating the two extinction hori-
zons. If the sedimentation rate is known and
constant, it may be possible to convert this in-
terval to one expressed in units of time.

Our data set dealt with the extinction of two
taxonomic groups (ostracodes and brachio-
pods), but our methodology is applicable to
other types of comparisons as well. For in-
stance, if data are available, one could estimate
the time separating the extinctions of groups
of taxa having different ecological roles, life
habits, larval strategies, or other characteris-
tics. It is important to note that the two groups
of taxa must be specified a priori according to
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FIGURE 6. Examples of additional situations in which the methodology presented here can be applied. A, Esti-
mating the time or stratigraphic distance separating two sets of simultaneous originations. Such a situation might
arise in the study of recovery after a mass extinction. B, Testing whether a set of taxa go extinct simultaneously at
the same time as a set of simultaneous originations. Such a situation might arise in the study of coordinated stasis.
C, Estimating the time or stratigraphic distance separating a mass extinction from its recovery.

the traits of the fossil organisms, not accord-
ing to their apparent extinction patterns.

An intriguing application of our method
would be to estimate the time separating ter-
restrial and marine extinction pulses in a mass
extinction. For example, Twitchett et al. (2001)
present data from a Permo-Triassic boundary
section in Greenland preserving both an
abundant marine fauna and terrestrial paly-
nomorphs. Such sections are rare, however,
and typically multiple sections will need to be
correlated and calibrated to place them on a
single time or thickness scale. For such a re-
sulting composite section, correlation meth-
ods exist that can estimate error bars on the
relative position of fossil finds projected from
different source sections (Sadler and Cooper
2003; Sadler 2004). Incorporating such error
estimates into our methodology is a topic for
further research.

Our method can also be ‘‘reversed’’ to com-
pute confidence intervals for the time separat-
ing origination pulses, allowing tests of recov-
ery patterns following mass extinctions
(Payne et al. 2006). A simplified example is
shown in Figure 6A. The method can also be
applied to both extinction and origination in
a single section, thus allowing tests for the
clustering of first and last occurrences that
characterizes coordinated stasis (Brett and
Baird 1995) (Fig. 6B). The method can also be
used to estimate the time separating an ex-

tinction event and its subsequent recovery
(Wilf and Johnson 2004; Ward et al. 2005) (Fig.
6C).

Our model assumes continuous sampling
with uniform preservation and recovery po-
tential. In particular, the assumption of uni-
form preservation and recovery is a strong
one. If recovery potential is in fact decreasing
over time (as would be expected if populations
were in decline), then range extensions will
likely be underestimated, and the calculated
confidence interval will be too narrow. On the
other hand, if recovery potential is increasing
over time (as would be expected if populations
were growing), the calculated confidence in-
terval will likely be overly conservative (i.e.,
wider than necessary). Future work will aim
to relax the assumption of uniform recovery
potential. To do so, it will be necessary to es-
timate recovery potential quantitatively, per-
haps using additional information such as wa-
ter depth (Holland 2003) or abundance. A ful-
ly analytical methodology for confidence in-
tervals in such situations will likely be
intractable; a practical solution will most like-
ly require Monte Carlo simulation methods.
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Appendix 1

Calculating the Likelihood Ratio Statistic

Here we provide a detailed derivation of the likelihood ratio
test statistic. Recall that for genus i, �i denotes the true extinction
time and ti denotes the hypothesized extinction time. The num-
ber of fossil finds is denoted by ni , the time of the jth fossil find
is denoted by xij, and the vector of all fossil finds for genus i is
denoted by xi � {xi1, xi2, ..., }.xini

For an individual genus i, conditional on ni, it follows from
the assumption of uniform preservation and recovery that the
random variable Xij is uniformly distributed over the interval
[0, �i]. The probability density function (pdf) for a single fossil
find Xij is thus f(x) � 1/�i if x � �i (otherwise f(x) � 0 if x � �i).
Then the joint pdf for a random sample of ni finds is
f(xi1, ..., � if xij � �i for all j, and the joint pdf for all Gnix ) 1/�in ii

taxa (assuming their mutual independence) is f(x1, ..., xG) �
if xij � �i for all i and j.G ni 1/�i�1 i

The joint pdf is a function of the observed data, conditional
on the hypothesized times. The likelihood function is numeri-
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cally identical but viewed as a function of the hypothesized
times, conditional on the observed data. We denote the likeli-
hood function by L(t1, ..., tG � x1, ..., xG), where t1, ..., tG denote any
set of hypothesized extinction times. Given a data set x1, ..., xG,

the likelihood function tells us how plausible it is that the hy-
pothesized extinction times t1, ..., tG were the ones that gener-
ated the observed data x1, ..., xG.

The likelihood ratio statistic, denoted by �, is equal to

Value of L(t ... t � x ... x ) using the hypothesized times t ... t specified by H1 G 1 G 1 G 0
� � .

Maximum value L(t ... t � x ... x ) can attain using any possible values of t ... t1 G 1 G 1 G

The numerator of this ratio is the value of the likelihood function
evaluated at the times t1, ..., tG hypothesized by the null hypoth-
esis. The denominator is the maximum possible value of the
likelihood function. This maximum value is attained, by defi-
nition, when the likelihood function is evaluated at the maxi-
mum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of �1, ..., �G—the values of t1,
..., tG that make the observed data most probable. Using stan-
dard statistical theory, it is straightforward to show that the
MLE for each �i is equal to the time of the latest fossil find for
that genus, denoted by yi � maxj(xij). This gives us the following
expression for the likelihood ratio statistic:

G
ni1/t� i

i�1
� � if t � y for all taxa i.i iG

ni1/y� i
i�1

Simplifying, we arrive at � � if ti � yi for all taxa iG ni (y /t )i�1 i i

(� � 0 otherwise), which is identical to equation (1) above.

Appendix 2

The Sampling Distribution of �2 log �

Here we show that the sampling distribution of �2 log �,
twice the negative logarithm of the likelihood ratio statistic, has
a chi-square distribution with 2G degrees of freedom, where G
denotes the number of genera. As given earlier, �2 log � is de-
fined as follows:

G Yi
�2 log � � �2 n log if t � Y for all taxa i.� i i i� �ti�1 i

Under the null hypothesis we have �i � ti, so the Xij are uni-
formly distributed over the interval [0, ti]. It follows that the ra-
tio Xij/ti is uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 1]. As a
result, Yi/ti has the same distribution as the largest order sta-
tistic of a sample of size ni from a uniform(0, 1) distribution,
which can be shown by standard theory to be a Beta(ni, 1) ran-
dom variable. Let Bi � Yi/ti , and let Wi � �log(Bi). We use the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) method to derive the
sampling distribution of Wi. The cdf of Wi is defined as F(w) �
P(Wi � w). This can be rewritten as follows:

F(w) � P(W � w)i

� P[�log(B ) � w] (sub in definition of W )i i

�w� P(B � e ) (take negatives and exponentiate)i

1

n �1i� n b db (use the Beta pdf)� i
�we

1ni� b (evaluate the integral)	 �we

�n wi� 1 � e (substitute)

To find the probability density function (pdf) of Wi, f(w), we
take the derivative of the cdf found above:

d d
�n wif(w) � F(w) � (1 � e ) (substitute F(w) from above)

dw dw

�n wi� n e for w � 0i

This last expression is the pdf of an exponential distribution
with rate parameter ni, so Wi has an exponential(ni) distribution.
It then follows from standard statistical theory that the product
2niWi has an exponential(1/2) distribution, which is equivalent

to a chi-square(2) distribution. Because �2 log � � 2niWi, we
G�

i�1

have that �2 log � is a sum of G independent chi-square(2) ran-
dom variables, and therefore it has a chi-square(2G) distribu-
tion.

Appendix 3

Derivation of the Confidence Interval for Estimating the
Time Separating Extinction Pulses

Here we show that our method for estimating the time be-
tween extinction pulses yields a confidence interval with the de-
sired coverage probability (e.g., 95%). Let X denote the observed
data, consisting of the times of the fossil finds x1, ..., xG. Consider
testing the hypothesis

H : � � � � · · · � � � t ;0 1 2 21 os

� � � � · · · � � � t (5)22 23 34 br

for a set of hypothesized extinction times (tos , tbr). Given the hy-
pothesized times (tos, tbr), let R(tos , tbr) � {X : Reject H0(tos, tbr) at
X} be the rejection region, the set of all observed data sets X for
which the null hypothesis is rejected. Let RC(tos , tbr) be the com-
plement of the rejection region, the set of all X for which the null
hypothesis is not rejected (i.e., the set of all X that are consistent
with the null hypothesis).

For a given data set X, let A(X) � {(tos, tbr) : X ∈ RC(tos , tbr)},
the set of all points (tos , tbr) for which X is consistent with ex-
tinctions at times tos and tbr. Define Lower(X) � (tbrmin(t ,t )∈A(X)os br

� tos), the smallest value of tbr � tos separating extinction times
that are consistent with the observed data X. Similarly, define
Upper(X) � (tbr � tos), the largest value of tbr � tosmax(t ,t )∈A(X)os br

separating extinction times that are consistent with the ob-
served data X.

Let be the actual extinction times. Consider(t* , t* )os br

, the set of data sets X that are consistent with the ac-CR (t* , t* )os br

tual extinction times. For an arbitrary data set X, if X is in
then the null hypothesisCR (t* , t* ),os br

H : � � � � · · · � � � t* ;0 1 2 21 os

� � � � · · · � � � t*22 23 34 br

would not be rejected (at level 	) for X. This is equivalent to
saying that the point is in A(X). As a result, Lower(X)(t* , t* )os br

must be at least as small as ( � ); similarly, Upper(X) mustt* t*br os

be at least as large as ( � ). This then implies that Lower(X)t* t*br os

� ( � ) � Upper(X). In other words, the intervalt* t*br os

(Lower(X), Upper(X)) contains the true difference ( � ).t* t*br os

Thus, if a data set X is in then the intervalCR (t* , t* ),os br

(Lower(X), Upper(X)) contains the true difference ( � Butt* t* ).br os

the probability that an arbitrary data set X is in is .95,CR (t* , t* )os br

which is a consequence of the alpha level being .05. Therefore,
(Lower(X), Upper(X)) has probability .95 of covering ( � ), sot* t*br os

it is a 95% confidence interval.
Note that intervals constructed in this way are often conser-
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vative—that is, their true coverage probability may be higher
than 95%. Why does this occur? For the actual extinction times
( there is a 95% chance of getting a sample X such thatt* , t* ),os br

is not rejected. This means that the difference � is(t* , t* ) t* t*os br br os

in the confidence interval (Lower(X), Upper(X)) for these 95% of
possible samples. However, there may be other samples for
which is rejected, but for which the difference �(t* , t* ) t* t*os br br os

nonetheless falls in the confidence interval generated by that
sample. This increases the coverage probability, and thus the in-
terval (Lower(X), Upper(X)) has a coverage probability of at least
95%.

Appendix 4

Algebraic Formulas for the Confidence Interval

Here we derive the simple algebraic formulas for the confi-
dence interval for (�br � �os) given in equation (8).

Recall from equation (2) that the test statistic is

G yi
�2 log � � �2 n log if t � y for all taxa i. (2)� i i i� �ti�1 i

Using properties of logarithms, this can be rewritten as

G G

�2 log � � �2 n log(y ) � 2 n log(t ).� �i i i i
i�1 i�1

We reject the null hypothesis H0: �1 � t1, �2 � t2, ..., �G � tG when
�2 log � � �2

2G,.95, the 95th percentile of a chi-square distribution
with 2G degrees of freedom. After rearranging terms and di-
viding by 2, this is equivalent to rejecting H0 when

G G
2n log(t ) � n log(y ) � � /2. (9)� �i i i i 2G,.95

i�1 i�1

Note that for a two-pulse extinction, t1 � t2 � · · · � tk and tk�1

� tk�2 � · · · � tG, with tk � tk�1. It then follows that (9) is equiv-
alent to rejecting H0 when

G
2N log(t ) � N log(t ) � n log(y ) � � /2.�os os br br i i 2G,.95

i�1

For convenience, let C denote the right-hand side of this in-
equality. This implies that the region in Figure 5 for which we
reject H0 is bounded below by the equation

N log(t ) � N log(t ) � Cos os br br (7)

as well as by the lines tos � yos and tbr � ybr, where yos is the time
of the latest fossil find among all ostracode genera, and ybr is the
time of the latest fossil find among all brachiopod genera.

The lower endpoint of the confidence interval for (�br � �os) is
determined by the bottom right corner of the joint confidence
region, which gives the smallest difference tbr � tos among ex-
tinction pulses that are consistent with the observed data. This
point is the intersection of (7) with the line tbr � ybr, where ybr �
3.17 Myr in our example. The vertical coordinate of this point is
tbr � ybr; its horizontal coordinate is found by substituting in tbr

� ybr and solving for tos in (7) as follows:

N log(t ) � N log(y ) � Cos os br br

log(t ) � [C � N log(y )]/Nos br br os

t � exp{[C � N log(y )]/N }os br br os

t � exp(C/N )/exp[(N /N )log(y )]os os br os br

C/N N /Nos br ost � e /y .os br

We therefore find that the coordinates for the bottom right
corner of the joint confidence region are , andC/N N /Nos br os(e /y , y )br br

it is at this point that the difference tbr � tos is minimized among
extinction pulses that are consistent with the data. This differ-
ence is tbr � tos � ybr � / , which is the lower endpointC/N N /Nos br ose ybr

for the confidence interval given in (8).
Similarly, the upper endpoint is determined by the top left

corner of the joint confidence region, which gives the largest dif-
ference tbr � tos among extinction pulses that are consistent with
the observed data. This is the intersection of (7) with the line tos

� yos, where yos � 2.33 Myr in our example. This point has hor-
izontal coordinate tos � yos; its vertical coordinate is found by
substituting in tos � yos and solving for tbr in (7) in a manner
similar to that above, which gives

C/N N /Nbr os brt � e /y .br os

We therefore find that the coordinates for the top left corner of
the joint confidence region are , and it is atC/N N /Nbr os br(y , e /y )os os

this point that the difference tbr � tos is maximized among ex-
tinction pulses that are consistent with the data. This difference
is tbr � tos � / � yos, which is the upper endpointC/N N Nbr os bre y /os

for the confidence interval given in (8).


